Secure Any Padlock With A Soda Can (Makes it shim-proof)
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A while back I did a post: How to Open a Locked Padlock with a Coke Can. It was pretty popular but there were a few folks who complained that I had provided the information needed to break into their sheds and garages etc...

Well for those who complained, or anyone else who is worried about their padlocks being opened by crooks, this one is for you. How to stop someone opening a locked padlock with a Coke can, with another Coke can.

In a similar way to the original - where you make a small tool (shim) out of the can to pop open the padlock, this time you are making a small insert from a can which when inserted, will stop a shim from working.

There we go, the balance of power has been restored! (BTW - you can use any beer or soda can!)
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